Second gen xterra

The Nissan Xterra is a front-engine, 2-wheel or 4-wheel drive, five-door, five passenger,
truck-based compact SUV manufactured and marketed by Nissan Motors from â€” across two
generations; the first â€” sharing a platform as well as front bumper, hood, A-pillar, windshield
and front doors with the Nissan Frontier pickup [2] â€” and the second â€” also sharing its
platform with the Frontier. While the two Xterra generations differed significantly, both
prioritized ruggedness and affordability over luxury [3] and used body-on-frame construction
along with underbody skid plates. The stepped roof accommodated a lower, front roof rack with
a removable gear basket and a more conventional roof rack at the rear, upper roof. Variants
were also manufactured in Brazil and China. The Xterra was introduced in North America in the
model year, using Everything you need, nothing you don't as its marketing tagline. The SE
featured standard equipment that was optional on an XE. All models featured removable,
tab-secured rear seat cushions to accommodate a fold-flat rear seat back. The rear differential
for all Xterras and Frontiers are HB with a number of gear ratios offered in both limited slip and
open configurations. The most common being 4. Early differentials has a flange style input to
the pinion while late through the end of production had a Spicer yoke style input to the pinion.
The 3. The last of the model year Xterras were manufactured in January Larger in all dimensions
than its predecessor, it entered showrooms in early for the model year. The standard engine
was upgraded to Nissan's 4. The Xterra received a facelift for July production with more options
and colors, leather seats on SE models, and roof mounted lights on off-road models. The last
year of the Nissan Xterra in Mexico was Early US models include X, S and PRO-4X, with a choice
of 6-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmissions, a choice of part-time 4-wheel drive or
2-wheel drive. The Xterra was discontinued in the U. Poor fuel economy, declining sales, and
mandated upgrades to safety and emissions were cited as reasons. All Nissan-produced Xterras
manufactured outside the U. Nissan ceased Brazilian production entirely in The Paladin uses
the same chassis and running gear as the first generation Nissan Xterra, and the 2. The front
end is from the local Pickup. The second generation Xterra model is only available in North
America. Other difference between the American Xterra and its Chinese counterparts is the
parking brake actuator, a pedal with a pull-handle release in America, and a lever in China.
Dongfeng Motors produces a Chinese version of the Xterra called the Oting from to It is based
on the first generation of the Xterra. It was available with the 2. Following the Xterra's
discontinuation from the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with
Nissan Terra. Motor vehicle. The front view is anchored by a large, black-finished grille and
bumper and rough, angular surface edges. The headlights, front bumper, hood, A-pillars and
front doors are common to Frontier. The Sacramento Bee. The Washington Post. Pacific
Business News. Retrieved 4 April November 10, The Detroit News. In fact, the Xterra is the first
Nissan product totally conceived, developed and built in the United States, and its American
heritage shows. New York Times. January 12, Collins March 16, Archived from the original on
Retrieved Retrieved 18 July The Truth About Cars. Accessed on June 11, Good Car Bad Car.
Retrieved 5 November Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD.
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Tom Semple [1] with
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4. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Nissan Xterra. Straight-3 HR UD. Compact minivan.
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Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Datsun Truck. Vehicle exclusively sold in Canada. Heads up,
Nissan owners! That giant piece of glass above your head may soon be on its way down in a
thousand little pieces. Lawsuits accuse Nissan of using a faulty tempering process for their
sunroofs since Automatic transmissions in certain Nissan SUVs and Trucks are under attack
from their radiators. Leaking coolant is mixing with transmission fluid through the cooler lines
to create a toxic hell stew that irreversibly damages everâ€¦. Nissan says their timing chains are
just noisy, but not defective. Try telling that to the owners who have seen loose timing chains
rattled their engines apart, resulting in thousands of dollars in damages. Nissan owners are
experiencing 'gas splash back' at the pump and it's likely because of a clog in the EVAP system.
Sometimes it helps just to tally up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks are. Use
this information to learn about troublespots or to run for the hills. Grouping all models by their

year can reveal some baddies. Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints.
Overall reliability rank out of 54 eligible generations. There's a lot of news out there, but not all
of it matters. We try to boil down it to the most important bits about things that actually help you
with your car problem. Interested in getting these stories in an email? Signup for free email
alerts over at CarComplaints. Namely, how those coolant leaks seep into the transmission and
render it useless. Sunroof Rattles and Explodes Heads up, Nissan owners! Leaking coolant is
mixing with transmission fluid through the cooler lines to create a toxic hell stew that
irreversibly damages everâ€¦ Continue Timing Chain Defects Nissan says their timing chains
are just noisy, but not defective. Recent 2nd Generation Xterra News There's a lot of news out
there, but not all of it matters. Posted on August 25, Tagged news Source wheels. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Four Wheel Drive. Camper And Trailer. Project Vehicles.
Overland Journal. Log in Register. New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Search
forums. Members Current visitors. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Kyle Kelso Start
date Nov 11, Kyle Kelso Adventurer. Hey everyone. I owned a 1st gen xterra several years ago
and am considering buying an older used one now and wondering about the pros and cons of
each generation. I had a with a cold air intake, exhaust and a manual. It was fun to drive but
barely got better fuel economy than the 5. I've had new full size trucks for several years for work
purposes and recently got back into a used vehicle with a Suburban with ,km k miles. At the
time we had 2 big dogs and I wanted a vehicle large enough to crate them both and still have
room for our gear. It was perfect for that and is a great, large vehicle in my opinion but we've
since lost 1 dog and with only 1 kid it is certainly more than we need now. I wouldn't mind that
but for various reasons we are trying to tighten up our budget and a 6. I understand that the 4. I
can find several earlier year second gens up to 'ish in the range of k miles in my buget but have
found some first gens in that mileage too for cheaper obviously. Worth holding out for one?
How long can these go for before they become money pits that are not worth the trouble? There
is presently an 07 off road with ARB bumper and winch, lift and manual in my area but it has
over ,km k miles. By the rtt and stickers on it I wouldn't be surprised if it was someone on this
board! We do have a car though for primary commuting and in event of our 4x4 having troubles
Enough rambling, lets here your feedback! The only real issue on the second gens with manual
transmissions would be the timing chain guide wear. According to the ad the seller did it
recently so you should be golden. Otherwise I would bet it to be good. Fuel economy wise they
are not amazing, I had an 06 Avalanche before my Frontier, it had the 5. What you won't see is
increased range. The Nissans have tiny 80litre fuel tanks. I have a 2nd gen frontier nismo,
basically same platform as xterra. Doesn't get great gas mileage, the dash tells me usually
around 15 mpg. Its a very capable truck and as long as you take a few precautions the 2nd gen
should be good to go. The mod Is completely free and will save the trans if auto manual you
don't need to even worry about it. Easy and cheap. You just have to get a fitting from a Toyota
dealership. I failed to do this right away and the factory breather got clogged and I ended up
having to spend a pretty substantial amount replacing the seals in my rear axle. Otherwise it's
been a good truck and I've gotten away with very little maintenance other than a few sensors.
Mine is an 05 with k so it's getting to that point where things are going to need attention. I do
enjoy having coils up front and no torsion bars. I have owned both. First a supercharged auto
Xterra and then a manual one. By all means I would look for a 2nd generation. As you pointed
out the fuel consumption of the 1st gen is border line laughable. IMO the 2nd generation is a
much, much better vehicle. As you probably know the 2nd gen has an issue with mixing
antifreeze with transmission oil in the auto's, so that has to be looked at if you decide to go for
an auto. The manual on the other hand is pretty robust. I had read of prematurely wearing out
clutches but mine never had an issue and I sold it just short of K kms with the original clutch.
The timing chain guide issue was pointed out. The other reported problem is with destroying
front diffs but that seems to be an issue only when heavily off-roaded with 35" or bigger tires.
Still sth to keep in mind if in situation with heavy front wheel spin. The stock rear leaf springs
are pretty soft, so if you plan to load it up I would consider beefing up the suspension. I
currently own a Lexus LX and have owned a manual 4runner. When I compare the Xterra to
those it is a very, very underrated vehicle. IMO it is much better than the 3rd gen 4runner. If I
didnt need the extra space I would definitely consider owning one. I would probably look at
condition more than mileage. Mine, with k kms showed no signs of aging. I am not sure how it is
in Alberta, but here in Ontario rust is the main killer. Nissan's seem to fair better than 'yota's but
that would be my main concern. If I were looking I would definitely go check out the one you
posted. Good luck. Last edited: Nov 12, I had a 2nd gen Xterra and got hit with the SMOD ended up fixing it and, thankfully, Nissan ponied up some cash through the class action lawsuit,
which significantly reduced the out-of-pocket expense. It was a great truck, and I would have

kept it longer but a buddy insisted on buying it from me and a new Xterra Pro4X or Jeep
Rubicon Unlimited had caught my eye. I didn't wheel mine much - just a few dirt trails and
access roads to campsites, etc. Jeep has a HUGE aftermarket, and my kids loved the idea of
top-down, door-off cruising. They are good trucks, and I would buy another one. They drive and
tow well. Fuel economy was marginal - I got around 15mpg and regularly get in my Jeep. Thanks
for the feedback. How do the 2nd gen auto trannys hold up, assuming the coolant is kept out of
them of course. I'm away for another week still but was talking to the guy with the ad in my first
post and definitely want to look at it when I get back. He's had it for 80,km and has done lots of
work to it so it should be decent. Probably a better bet than one with less mileage still with
original clutch and suspension and stuff due to be replaced soon. Plus the "overlanding" crowd
seem more likely to keep up on maintance of a vehicle like this I get around mpg in my
suburban so even 15 is a decent improvement, just need to decide if it's worth the trouble of
replacing or not. Sent from my LG-H using Tapatalk. Darren New member. I'm a 1st gen Xterra
owner myself. So I'd say go for the 1st. The aftermarket for the 2nd gen is better though, as is
the 4. The vg33 in the 1st gens is a gas guzzler, but it's reliable if maintained of course. Most 1st
genners average anywhere from mpg on average. First gens apparently have a better rear end
than the 2nds, but I believe the pro 4x second gen came with a locker. I've always had a liking of
the 1st gens. They are simple, strong and reliable. Parts are available for anything I'd need. Plus
they aren't hugely popular, so in my opinion, that's a plus as I hate being like everyone else. The
VG33 in the 1st gen is the power of a 4-cylinder with the gas mileage of a V8. The 2nd gen is
very good. Noticably better gas mileage, and power if you need it. Although if you are always
playing with that power it will get a lot closer to the 1st gen in gas mileage. The 5-speed in the
2nd gen is generally a solid transmission. Rare for anything to go bad except if it gets
contaminated. Beware of the bypass that some forums claim to be the quick answer. It is getting
to be known that the cooler was installed for a reason. Get the right low speed high load
condition where you don't have the airflow through the other coolers and many people have
cooled the transmission. The bypass isn't a good fix afterall. Having driven both, the 2nd gen is
the only way to fly. Unless you are looking for a budget wheeler. The 1st gen would be a better
toy to go beat around in. IF you get the off-road package the rear ends were known for blowing
spider gears up through late ' Some very late '07 and all '08 and newer have an upgraded rear
locker that is the one to get. I think the axles even got beefier as well. I would really look for an
'08 and newer. There are a lot of little upgrades that were done about that time as well. Thanks
for all the feedback. For now we've decided to just stick with our current rig. You must log in or
register to reply here. Facebook Twitter Youtube Instagram. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
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Xterra nets Raingler , Apr 12, Show us your build. Discussions: Messages: 24, General
Discussion Not sure what category to post in but have something that is specific to 1st gen
trucks? Put it here. If we need to, we'll move it. Discussions: Messages: 3, Slapdash Racing ,
Feb 18, at PM. Latest: Full list of Recalls drbandkgb , Oct 27, Check Engine Light. Latest: Girl
Question Discussions: Messages: 2, Latest: Radio help Bklyn. X , Jan 8, Latest: Coastal Offroad
Bumpers? Steering and Suspension Questions about maintaining and modifying the steering
and suspension on your Xterra. Latest: Rag Joint Alien , Oct 22, Latest: 4x2 to 4x4 conversion?
David Ramsay , Feb 17, Discussions: 98 Messages: 1, Latest: A Little Flair? Richard , Sep 30,
Under the Hood Information about gaining more horse power, engine maintenance, and engine
repair etc. Latest: fuel issue after parked on incline Prime , Jan 6, Discussions: 55 Messages:
Xterrorista , Apr 26, Discussions: 42 Messages: 1, Discussions: Messages: 14, General
Discussion Have a 2nd gen specific post, but not sure where to put it? Post it here, and we'll
move it if need be. Discussions: 88 Messages: Latest: Windshield wipers only return to the

bottom, don't wipe? Latest: 2nd gen side curtain airbag recall rolling rock , Jul 28, Discussions:
Messages: 1, Discussions: 63 Messages: Discussions: 67 Messages: Latest: P Cat Code vs.
Discussions: 31 Messages: Titan Swap From simple diff swaps to full on custom front ends.
This is the over-the-counter badass mod for the 2nd gen. Discussions: 20 Messages: Latest:
Almost Swapped IM1RU , Dec 18, Discussions: 9 Messages: Latest: New Sas Kit dixie , May 27,
General Forums A place for everything else in the world. If it's not generationally specific to the
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XN. Where the community comes together to run our mouths. Discussions: Messages: , See if
we can wash the stink off. Sporting Nation All things sportsball. Discussions: 5 Messages:
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lighting. Have you seen an Xterra in the wild? Discussions: Messages: XN Ink Have a tat
Thinking about a tat.. Latest: Current Tats maillet , Jul 31, Talk about it here! Discussions: 37
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Messages: Latest: Xterra Sightings on the big screen? TheCrabby1 , Sep 16, AR Room. Hand
guns. The Survival Room. Survival gear. Apple room. Latest: Apps: clash of clans harryron , Oct
9, Police, Fire, and EMS. Latest: Truck Drivers Wanted bigjim , Sep 9, X Chicks Forum Access to
established female members only. Contact a Admin to enter Discussions: 8 Messages: Latest:
Wheeling wrenching women dixie , Sep 12, Military Nation! A private forum for those serving or
have served our nation! XterraPA , Oct 29, Latest: Cool Video; Bklyn. X , Oct 28, Latest: F.
Participating in and supporting environmental awareness for the betterment of the community
including trail stewardship through trail cleanup events, trail sponsorship, cooperation with
government entities U. Forest Service, BLM, etc and like minded organizations. Discussions: 2
Messages: Latest: Rear brake backing plate BetsyColl , Nov 4, General posting area. Latest:
South carolina Ryno , Dec 6, Visit us at nwxterra. FishCannon , May 14, Discussions: 11
Messages: Latest: Xtoberfest Pictures up! FishOnDan , Oct 28, We meet the third weekend of
every month at a different OHV locations throughout Southern California and show what an
Xterra capable of doing. Discussions: 8 Messages: GhostX , Aug 11, Regional Forums Connect
with locals! There's an Xer near you. CanAmXTerra , Oct 22, Latest: Rausch Bklyn. X , Nov 24,
Latest: Peter's Mill Run reverse! Latest: New York Xterras? X , Sep 1, Latest: Kansas X's Unite!
Hetzer , Jan 23, Canada From the land of the cold.. Here is your area Discussions: 14 Messages:
Anywhere Else in the World For any activity not in the western hemisphere. Discussions: 1
Messages: National Nissan Wheeling Events If you want to know about these big national
events, we've got all the information you need. Latest: ECXC ! X , Feb 23, at PM. Discussions: 56
Messages: 5, Latest: Went bigjim , Sep 16, The Junk Yard - Classifieds Do you have stuff you
would like to get rid of? Or have you seen a great deal? Post it in the Junk Yard. This forum
WILL be heavily moded. The Car lot Please only post vehicles for sale here. Latest: black Xterra
X model for sale. Members feedback Have you bought something from a member? Did they a
1994 chevy s10 fuel pump relay location
ford crown victorias
pt cruiser fog lights not working
ct as they should or was it a pain. Parts counter Do you have parts? Rims, Axels, Tires,
Shackles.. Discussions: Messages: 8, Discussions: 80 Messages: Group Buys Wanting to out
together a group buy for Xterra related products? Add here Discussions: 32 Messages: 1,
Latest: New Silicone Hoses!!! XterraPA , Sep 28, Offroad Community Everything Offroad.
Racing, Crawling, Wheeling, etc Discussions: 14 Messages: Overland Trails and camping spots
Discussions: 40 Messages: Off-Road Parks What is your favorite park? Rate them here and tell
us why. Discussions: 38 Messages: Latest: Does anyone know of any off-road parks in MA?
JeffPro4x , Feb 19, Treadlightly Latest: Why Tread Lightly!? Shizane , Mar 29, Nissan Nation
Podcast We hope to interview some of you hear as well as you will be hearing from people with
in the industry.. We own and drive Nissan cars and trucks Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password?

